
I AM UNASHAMED 
 

“You know me inside 12 out, you know every bone in my body; You know exactly how 

I was made, bit by bit, how I was sculpted from nothing into something.”  

 Psalm 139:15 (MSG) 

 

THE PROBLEM:  We allow CRITICS to shape us, instead of letting GOD 

mold us. 

 

 

 

WHAT CHOPS DOWN YOUR DREAMS? 

Circle the stumps that apply. 

 

“The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they 

may have life, and have it to the full.   John 10:10 (NIV) 

I Am Unashamed to Be Who God Made Me, So I will… 

 

#1:  No longer DIMINISH, DENY, or DOWNPLAY my passions for the 

sake of other people’s APPROVAL. 

 

“25 Since this is the kind of life we have chosen, the life of the Spirit, let us make sure 

that we do not just hold it as an idea in our heads or a sentiment in our hearts, but 

work out its implications in every detail of our lives.  26 That means we will not 

compare ourselves with each other as if one of us were better and another worse.  We 

have far more interesting things to do with our lives.  Each of us is an original.”  

Galatians 5:25-26 (MSG) 

 

“Even so, I have noticed one thing at least, that is good.  It is good for people to eat, to 

drink and enjoy their work under the sun during the short life God has given them…”  

Ecclesiastes 5:18 (NLT) 

 

“Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of 

your mind.  Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, 

pleasing and perfect will.”  Romans 12:2 (NIV) 

 

“Whatever your hand finds fit to do, do it with all your might.”  Ecclesiastes 9:10 (NIV) 

 

#2:  Be unafraid to keep it SIMPLE and DIFFERENT. 

 

 Anxiety is living out the future BEFORE it gets here. 

 

“Now this is God’s will for you:  set yourselves apart and live holy lives…”   

1 Thessalonians 4:3 (VOICE) 

 

“16 Always be joyful.  17 Never stop praying.  18 Be thankful in all circumstances, for 

this is God’s will for you who belong to Christ Jesus.”  

1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 (NLT) 

 

 Your passions were never intended to make you FAMOUS; they were 

intended to make you FAITHFUL. 

 

“…Our first duty is to be faithful to the one we work for…”  1 Corinthians 4:2 (CEV) 

 

 #3:  Run toward Jesus, believing my passionate PURSUIT of Him means I 

can’t possibly MISS HIM. 

 

“13 You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart.  14 I will be 

found by you, declares the LORD…”  Jeremiah 29:13-14a (NIV) 

 

 

 


